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Leaching verses non Leaching. A true comparison
Ever wonder why are we having so many super bugs created in our world today?
The slides you are about to see will explain the mechanism of how leaching and
non leaching antimicrobial works.
In some cases, the toxicity of the biocides used are not only harmful to micro
organisms, but also to humans.
Understanding how leaching and non leaching technology works will help you
put the best strategy in place to control the microbial pollutants in your environments.
The comparison and conclusion here does not mean that the biocides has no use
in our environment, but it clearly shows that the used of a non leaching bonded
antimicrobial (AEGIS Microbe Shield) couple with normal cleaning detergent and
Good housekeeping will keep the microbial pollutants in controls to level
where the need to used toxic biocides are not required.
Play your part to make our world a healthier today and a safer tomorrow.

The Zone of Inhibition Story (Leaching)
Picture 1
Cotton
Picturetreated
1
with a leaching
Picture
Picture11
antimicrobial.

1st week
Picture 2 (2nd week)
)
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Picture
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2nd week
Picture 3 ( 2nd Generation)

Picture 2
Picture 4 (2nd week)
Shows the strength

Picture 3 ( 2nd Generation)
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depleting & microbes
getting comfortable.

The initial strong
(VOC) off-gassing
and is creating a
zone of inhibition.

Spores no longer
in stress mode

The spores showing
sign of stress
causing it to have
a different color.
Leaching means“ Diffuses from the surface to come in contact with the microbe”

2nd Generation 1st week

Picture 3
The zone of
inhibition is reduced
as microbes
continue to advance
toward the treated
cotton.
The same spores
transferred above
pic 2 Petri dish now
show no stress.

2nd week

Picture 4
Microbes breach the
zone of inhibition
and adaptation or
resistance is evolving.
If the trait is
inheritable, it will
pass on to
subsequent
generation.

Zone of Inhibition ( ZOI)
3rd Generation

Picture 5 (1st week)

Zone of inhibition (ZOI)
is breached.
Microbes are now
mutated.

How do conventional
antimicrobials work?








The test shown can be repeated on any
leaching antimicrobial and the result
will prove our (ZOI) theory.




Consumed by microorganisms
Chemically interrupt (poison) the cell
Can be used up
Create an environment that promotes
adaptive microorganisms
Have short term effectiveness
Leach or migrate off the treated surface
Their off-gassing (VOC) strength
is depleted over time
No means of attachment
If the trait is inheritable, it will pass on to
subsequent generation

What does having no Zone of Inhibition mean? (Non Leaching)
 The microbicide is bonded

 Does not off-gas or emit VOCs

 Does not migrate from the substrate

 Is not consumed by microorganisms

 Launderable/Cleanable without loss of efficacy

 Mechanically interrupts (stabs) the cell wall

 Continuous action isn’t depleted

 Will not create an environment that
promotes adaptive microorganisms

Your environment will never have to withstand this level of severity of microbial assault,
but the point remain the same, if you do have to stand up with tough conditions,
with AEGIS MICROBE SHIELD you could.
AEGIS treated surface free of contamination

AEGIS is bound to the surface requiring the microbes to contact it

AEGIS MICROBE SHIELD proves that It Inhibits microbial growth
on treated surface even after 5 years with little or no maintenance.
(Picture 1) Yr 2000
(Picture 2) Yr 2002
Surface clean and
half of left side treated
with AEGIS

Although AEGIS is not recommended for outdoor use, these pictures will prove that the AEGIS treatment, couple with simple maintenance (rain
water) will inhibit the growth of microorganisms. A trial was done (Picture 1) in Yr 2000 at Sentosa Island to see the efficacy of AEGIS in an outdoor
surface. The test surface was cleaned with 1% diluted bleach. The left half side of the slab was treated with AEGIS Microbe Shield and the right
Side was used as a control . Maintenance such as high pressure washing was done once a year. Additional pictures were taken during subsequent
visits in Yr. 2002 (Pic 2),Yr.2003 (Pic 3 ) and Yr. 2005. (Pic 4)

(Picture 3) Yr 2003

ÆGIS Microbe Shield Technology
How ÆGIS Works

ÆGIS® ANTIMICROBIAL is an exceptional tool which, in a single application, provides
the treated surfaces with antiviral and antimicrobial properties. The treated surfaces
become inhibitory for the development of microbial reservoirs. The destruction of the
micro-organisms, airborne or otherwise, on contact with treated surfaces reduces the risk
of cross contamination and the spread of pathogens. Thus resulting in a cleaner and
healthier environment.

Benefits

•

Highly effective against pathogenic bacteria

•

Virucidal and fungicidal

•

Launderable / Cleanable without loss of efficacy

•

Destroys bacteria that cause food and body
odors

•

Destroys fungi that cause athlete’s foot and
mildew

•

Continuous inhibiting (kill) action

•

Mechanically interrupts the cells and will not
cause microbial adaptation

•

Not consumed by microorganism

Broad Spectrum Microbicidal Efficacy

Test method : ASTM E2149-01
(Independent certified test results are available upon request)

UNIQUE QUALITIES OF AEGIS
MICROBE SHIELD.
Safe to humans and
the environment

Provides long term protection

ÆGIS IS NON LEACHING

ÆGIS WORKS 24 hr
7 days a week, 365 days

ÆGIS IS ANTI VIRAL / ANTIMICROBIAL
Reduces the need of using toxic chemicals as
pollutants are in control
No Microbial Adaptation

The ÆGIS Microbe Shield®
technology is registered with the
EPA (US), Listed with the FDA
(US) & FDA (China), European
Biocide directive 98/8, SEK
(Japan) Oeko-tex Standard 100
(Switzerland) PMRA No.15133
(Canada)

Treatment of air handing unit

Treatment of
Bio Hazard Room

Treatment of
Wall paper

Treatment of Corridors

Treatment of Gymnasium

Treatment of
Ceiling void

Treatment in
ducting

Treatment of Toilets

Treatment of
Bathroom wall

Treatment of lift
Treatment of above ceiling

Treatment of Ceiling

Treatment of Cornice

Treatment of
wood

Treatment of Files

Treatment of Files
Treatment of Carpets

Treatment of Picture Frame

Treatment of Walls

Treatment of Leather

12 Month
Guarantee
even with

.

regular washing

Treatment of Filters

Treatment of Wood

It so SAFE that its even use
in Baby Diapers

AEGIS ASIA PTE LTD
For more Information: Contact Tel: 62419443
Or email: mktg@aegisasia.com
www.aegisasia.com

